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The Beauty Box products are of the highest quality, durable
acrylic, elegantly designed and individually handmade
with gorgeous glass crystal handles. 

Our products are designed locally and exceptional care is taken to
meet the specific requirements of every individual customer. 

With minimal care and maintenance, our Organisers can last a lifetime!

About The Beauty Box



Click the coloured bars to take you where you want to go, to get back to categories page click 
on our Beauty Box logo, or simply page through to browse all our products. Enjoy!//CATEGORIES
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Build a Beauty Box



Top drawer with grid system

Small Drawer

Medium Drawer

Large Drawer

Lipstick Holders

Tray                      Brush holder
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BUILD
YOUR OWN

BEAUTY
BOX

*Makeup displayed in product images NOT included.

The concept emphasis of the Build a Beauty Box drawers 
being modular, allows our customers the choice to build on 
their organizers as their makeup & beauty collection grows!

All the compartments in this design is detachable and can 
be arranged and positioned according to each woman's 
preference and requirements!

Whether you own a mascara & lipstick or have a makeup 
collection that would put the Kardashians to shame, we 
have you covered!

Each drawer fits perfectly into one another, allowing you to 
create the ultimate "beauty box" just for you!

3 different drawer sizes with compartments as well as a top 
drawer with grid system, designed to fit various smaller
accessory holders that can be placed in any configuration, 
all sold separately or as a completed set.
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    DIMENSIONS: 30cm x 30cm x 3cm

    Add any of the following accessories
•  Brush holders
•  Lipstick holders
•  Skincare product trays
•  Nail polish trays

•  Inside drawer holds lip glosses, lipsticks & eye shadow pallets

R399.00

Build a Beauty Box
Top drawer unit with grid system

The top drawer unit has a specialized grid system that fits your own unique
arrangement of up to 9 accessory items. You can create your own unique
combination according to your makeup needs. 

*Makeup displayed in product images NOT included.



Small Drawer

The small drawer holds lipsticks, eye shadow palettes and eye pencils or mascaras.

•  DIMENSIONS: 30cm x 30cm x 3cm

R299.00

Build a Beauty Box
Small Drawer
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*Makeup displayed in product images NOT included.

*Makeup displayed in product images NOT included.
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The Medium drawer is ideal for foundations, eyeshadow pallettes or 
powders. Use the unique set of removable dividers, creating up to 16 
separate compartments, to organise smaller items like eye shadow pots, 
beauty blenders or gel eyeliners.

This drawer is also perfect for organising beads or even nail art!

•  DIMENSIONS: 30cm(l) x 30cm(w) x 6cm (h)

R499.00
 

A unique divider creating 16 seperate compartments and can be added to 
the medium or large drawer.

*Makeup displayed in product images NOT included.*Makeup displayed in product images NOT included.

• DIMENSIONS: 30cm(l) x 30cm(w) x 6 cm (h)

R99.00 When purchased with medium or large Build a beauty Box drawer.

R149.00 When purchased seperately. 

Build a Beauty Box
Medium drawer with crystal handle



Large Drawer with divider

The Large Drawer acts as the base for the overall design and holds a range of larger items, such as spa 

products, foundations, large eye shadow palettes and powders. This drawer is also perfect for moms 

with babies, as it can easily hold nappies and other baby products. 

•  DIMENSIONS: 30cm x 30cm x 12 cm

R699.00 

Large Drawer without divider

*Makeup displayed in product images NOT included.

Build a Beauty Box
Large drawer with crystal handle



This versatile tray is perfect for Skincare 
products and perfumes.

• DIMENSIONS: 10cm x 30cm x 10 cm

R140.00 

The nail polish holder holds up to 12 Nail 
Polishes. It is also perfect for foundations 
or to store makeup palettes upright.

• DIMENSIONS: 20cm x 10 cm 

R140.00

The Brush holder has 4 smaller 
compartments and holds all your 
makeup brushes and eye or lip 
pencils. 

*Add beads for R99.00

• DIMENSIONS: 10cm x 10cm x 10 cm 

R149.00

The Brush holder has 4 smaller 
compartments and holds all your 
makeup brushes and eye or lip 
pencils.

• DIMENSIONS: 10cm x 10cm x 10 cm 

R140 for 1or R240 for 2 

Tray

Nail polish stand

Brush holder

Lipstick Holder

Build a Beauty Box
Accessories to fit onto grid system

With the purchase of  one complete unit, including 1 top drawer,  1 small drawer, 
1 medium drawer and the large base drawer,add any accessories for R99 each.{                                                  }

*Makeup displayed in product images NOT included.
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    DIMENSIONS: 25cm x 25cm x 35 mm

    Acrylic thickness- 6mm

•  5 Drawers & 1 compartment lid (flip-top)

•  (4 medium drawers & 1 large drawer)

    Gorgeous crystal handles on the bottom 4 drawers. Choose      
    between clear, black or pink handles.
    Each drawer comes with a unique set of dividers

R1749.00

5 Drawer Acrylic Organiser

Are you a Makeup-artist or beauty fanatic? This is the ideal organiser for you.  The  top  can  

be  flipped  right  back  to  store  larger  products  or  perfume  bottles.   Alternatively, the larger 

bottom drawer could be used for the same purpose.

 

*Makeup displayed in product images NOT included.
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   DIMENSIONS: 25cm x 25cm x 20cm

•  3 drawers 

•  (1 large drawer & 2 small drawers)

    All 3 Drawers comes with crystal handles and including dividers.

R1199.00

3 Drawer Acrylic Organiser

This Organiser is ideal for women who have a smaller makeup collection. 

*Makeup displayed in product images NOT included.
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NEW Rotating Makeup Organiser

FRONT BACK

*Makeup displayed in product images NOT included.

The Beauty Box rotating Makeup Organiser is an

elegant, versatile, space saving Organiser! 

• DIMENSIONS: 22.7 cm (w) x 13cm (d) x 35.5cm (h)

- Double sided! Holds 40 Lipsticks on the one side and  

  5 Large colour palettes on the other side.

- 2 Drawers with crystal handles – drawer depth 5cm. 

  Perfect for smaller compacts and eye shadow pots.

- 2 large Top compartments for Brushes, pencils or

   taller Beauty items and bottles.

- Rotates 360 degrees for easy access.
 

R1249.00  



Beauty Box Mini Range
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Beautifully hand-crafted lucite acrylic organiser with a glass crystal handle ideal to store 

your makeup, jewellery & beauty products. With it’s clear, easy-viewing design and clever 

compartments, this beautiful storage box is perfect to get organized in style! 

Also perfect for salon or spa use, the Mini Organiser has become a favorite amongst nail 

Technicians!

Mini Organiser

•  DIMENSIONS: 25.6cm x 15.6cm x 15.5cm

    1 x large drawer with crystal handle for storage

•  2 x tier storage space ideal for nail polish, foundations or lipsticks

•  3 x storage space for Brushes, eye-pencils, lipgloss etc.

R599.00

*Makeup displayed in product images NOT included.
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NEW Flip Top Mini Drawer

*Makeup displayed in product images NOT included.

The new flip top Mini drawer acts as a palette organiser on its own, 

or as an alternative addition to the Mini Stackable range (see next 

page for stackables). So versatile, you can use this drawer to store any 

larger makeup & other beauty products. 

• DIMENSIONS: 25.6 cm (w) x 15.6cm (d) x 10cm (h)

R279.00  
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Flip top Mini drawer :
DIMENSIONS: 25.6 cm (w) x 15.6cm (d) x 10cm (h)

Small drawer/lipstick drawer:
DIMENSIONS: 25,5cm (w) x 16cm (d) x 3,5 cm (h)

Depth of drawer: 2cm

Our “small” stackable drawer is the perfect 

size for your eyepencils, lipliners and lipsticks.

Medium Drawer
DIMENSIONS: 25,cm (w) x 16, 5,5cm (d)

Depth of drawer: 4cm

Keep your daily makeup neatly stored in our “medium”   

stackable drawer design with pretty crystal glass handles.

As your beauty collection grows, 
you can add to your drawers!

NEW Flip Top Drawer with Extra Mini Stackable Drawers

*Makeup displayed in product images NOT included.



   One set  of stackable drawers consists of 1 Medium and 1 Small drawer.    

    R599.00 for a set

  R1049.00 for 2 sets

  R1549.00 for 3 sets

  R1999.00 for 4 sets

The mini organizer fits perfectly onto the stackable drawers!
R1099 for a Mini organizer plus 1 set of Stackable drawers. 

Mini Stackable Drawers

1 set of Mini stackable drawers 2 sets of Mini stackable drawers 5 sets of Mini stackable drawers Mini  organiser with 1 set of Mini
stackable drawers



Our  Brush  holder  has  been  specifi-

cally  designed  to accompany the  5 

drawer acrylic box or Mini Flip top 

drawer. Hooks perfectly onto the 

side when top is flipped back. 

• DIMENSIONS: 5cm x 5cm x 10cm with 

   hook

R159.00 

Brush Holder With Beads Brush Holder With Hook
Makeup brushes are very expensive 

and need proper care and storage. 

Stack your brushes conveniently and 

securely in our brush holder.

• DIMENSIONS: 5.5cm x 9.5cm x 10cm   

   with silver beads

R220.00

*Brushes displayed in product images NOT included. *Brushes displayed in product images NOT included.
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Brush Holders



The Brush holder has 4 smaller compartments and 

holds all your makeup brushes and eye or lip pencils.

• DIMENSIONS: 10cm x 10cm x 10 cm 

R149.00

*Optional beads can be added for R99.00
 

*Brushes displayed in product images NOT included.
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Brush Holder



Lipstick Holder
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*Makeup displayed in product images NOT included.

New and improved Lipstick Stand that can hold lip glosses too! 

Holds 9 lipsticks or lip glosses. Also acts as drawer dividers!

• DIMENSIONS: 10cm x 10cm x 5cm 

R140 for 1or  R240 for 2 



Nail Polish Stand

New Large Nail polish stand. Our larger Nail polish stand can fit up to 24 bottles.

• DIMENSIONS: 32cm x 11cm x 13cm 

R220.00 
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*Nailpolish displayed in product images NOT included.



   DIMENSIONS when closed: 11cm (d) x 10cm (w) x 18cm (h)

•  DIMENSIONS when opened: 2.5cm (d) x 46cm (w) x 18cm (h)

•  Material: Acrylic

R279.00

Earring Stand

Help  your  earrings  to  take  a  stand  against  disorder!  This  super  smart  Earring Stand  is the  

perfect  home  for  all  your  earrings,  both  your  studs  and  your  dazzling danglies.  Say  goodbye  

to  those  pesky  butterflies  going  missing  -  with  the  Earring Stand, they will always have a place 

of belonging. It’s innovative and ingenious layout means you are able to fold  it  up,  earrings neatly  

stored inside, and  pack  it  away… But with its glamorous and stylish design, why would you want 

to?
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*Jewellery displayed in product images NOT included.



BLACK, PINK OR CLEAR.

Now you can choose your own coloured crystal handles to glam up your Beauty Box.

R20.00 per handle.

Choose Your Crystal Handles
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Build a Beauty Box Dividers
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*Makeup displayed in product images NOT included.

The dividers can be added to the medium or large 

Build a Beauty Box drawer, or used on its own in your 

vanity table’s drawers.

• DIMENSIONS: 30cm(l) x 30cm(w) x 6 cm (h)

R99.00 When purchased with medium or large 

                      Build a beauty Box drawer.



•  DIMENSIONS: 27cm x 15cm x 29cmm

•  Five smaller drawers with removable ring divider in top drawer:

   13.5cm (d) x 14cm (w) x 3.5cm (h)

•  One larger drawer:

   13.5cm (d) x 14cm (w) x 9cm (h)

•  Hooks for necklaces & Holes for earrings

•  Material: High quality lucite Acrylic with glass crystal handles

R1,349.00

Jewellery Organiser

Introducing the sassy storage solution for all your sparkly accessories. 

With its clear,  easy-viewing  design  and  clever  compartments,  this beautiful  storage  box  

is  a true gem for your gems! 6 clear drawers create the capacity to hold all your bracelets, 

bangles  and  brooches  with  a  top  drawer  featuring  a  removable  and  optional  ring 

divider for up to 12 rings.
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*Jewellery displayed in product images NOT included.



Size Guide

   Build a Beauty Box Drawers5 Drawer Organiser Mini Stackable range 



FAQ’s

Delivery information:
We dispatch daily Monday to Friday.

Delivery charge is calculated according to the delivery address, weight and size of the parcel and individually quoted  for every order.

Delivery charges can range from R70.00 – R200.00 to all main cities in South Africa, with an additional charge to outlying areas or multiple parcels

Delivery is door to door services.

Expected delivery within Cape Town area is 1 to 3 business days. All other areas within South Africa, delivery can take up to 5 business days.

International Shipping:
Currently we only deliver within South Africa and to Namibia.

Returns:
Products damaged in transit to you 

All parcels will be delivered by independent courier companies. On occasion ,but rarely however, items may be damaged in transit to you. If this occurs, you will need to 
contact us immediately by e-mail – no longer than 2 days from the date of delivery, and supply us with some pictures of the damage. We will supply you with a replacement 
product.

Refunds/Exchanges and Credit Notes: 
At The Beauty Box we take pride in the excellent quality of our products and before any order go out, we do a thorough quality check on each and every item. 
If you unfortunately receive a product that has a flaw that we did not pick up on through our inspection, you will need to contact us immediately by e-mail – no longer than 
2 days from the date of delivery, and supply photos of the fault. We will supply you with a replacement product once the faulty product has been returned to us.

In the event of a faulty product and a replacement is requested, you will need to return the product to us in the same condition you have received it before we can send the 
replacement item.

If you receive a product in good order, but decide that you would prefer to return the item, notify us within 7 days and we can arrange a full refund only if the item is returned 
to us at the customer’s expense and in its original packaging, in perfect condition.
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